POST–BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Note: The numbers following the degrees are used by the university to identify the program indicated. These numbers must be used on the application for admission, registration forms, application for graduation, etc.

Master of Arts

- Anthropology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/anthropology) 22021
- Art (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/art) 10021
- Asian American Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/asian-american-studies) 22996
- Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/broadcast-electronic-communication-arts) 06051
- Chinese (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/chinese) 11071
- Cinema Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema) 10101
- Classics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/classics) 15041
- Communication Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/communication-studies) 06011
- Comparative Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/comparative-world-literature) 15031
- Design (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry) 10023
- Economics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/economics) 22041
- Education 08011
  - Concentrations in:
    - Adult Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit) 08071
    - Early Childhood Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education) 08011
    - Educational Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit) 08271
    - Elementary Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education) 08021
    - Equity and Social Justice in Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit) 08011
    - Instructional Technologies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit) 08992
    - Language and Literacy Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education) 08011
    - Mathematics Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education) 08997
    - Secondary Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/secondary-education) 08031
    - Special Interest Area (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit) 08993
- English

- Concentrations in:
  - Composition (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english) 15013
  - Creative Writing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/creative-writing) 15071
  - Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english) 15051
  - Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english) 15021
  - Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english) 15081
- Ethnic Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/ethnic-studies) 22991
- Family and Consumer Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics) 13011
- French (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-french) 11021
- Geography (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment) 22061
  - Concentration in Resource Management and Environmental Planning (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment) 22061
- German (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-german) 11031
- Gerontology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/gerontology) 21043
- History (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/history) 22051
- Human Sexuality Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/sexuality-studies) 49019
- Humanities (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/humanities) 15991
- Interdisciplinary Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/all-university/interdisciplinary-studies-graduate) 49993
- International Relations (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/international-relations) 22101
- Italian (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-italian) 11041
- Japanese (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-japanese) 11081
- Mathematics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics) 17011
- Museum Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/museum-studies) 49036
- Music (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/music) 10051
- Philosophy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/philosophy) 15091
- Political Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/political-science) 22071
- Psychology
  - Concentrations in:
    - Developmental Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20091
    - Mind, Brain, and Behavior (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20011
• Social Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20051
• Spanish (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-spanish) 11051
• Special Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/special-education) 08081
• Theatre Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/theatre-arts) 10071
• Women and Gender Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/women-gender-studies) 22990

Master of Business Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/business-graduate-programs) 05011

Master of Fine Arts
• Art (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/art) 10022
• Cinema (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema) 10102
• Creative Writing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/creative-writing) 15071
• Theatre Arts 10072
  • Concentration in: Design/Technical Production (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/theatre-arts) 10072

Master of Music (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/music) 10041

Master of Public Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/public-administration) 21021

Master of Public Health (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/health-education) 12141

Master of Science
• Accountancy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/accounting) 05021
• Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology)
  • Concentrations in:
    • Cell and Molecular Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology) 04171
    • Ecology, Evolution, and Conservation Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology) 04011
    • Marine Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology) 04181
    • Microbiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology) 04111
    • Physiology and Behavioral Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology) 04101
  • Biomedical Science 04153
• Concentrations in:
  • Biotechnology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology)
  • Stem Cell Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology)
• Business Analytics (https://nextbulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/ms-business-analytics) 10031
• Chemistry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/chemistry-biochemistry) 19051
  • Concentration in Biochemistry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/chemistry-biochemistry)
• Clinical Mental Health Counseling (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling) 12221
• Communicative Disorders (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/speech-language-hearing-sciences) 12201
• Computer Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/computer-science) 07011
• Counseling (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling) 08261
  • Concentration in Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling) 13051
• Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering) 09011
  • Concentrations in:
    • Structural/Earthquake Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering)
    • Embedded Electrical and Computer Systems (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering)
    • Energy Systems (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering) 09013
• Geographic Information Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment) 17023
• Geosciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment) 19141
• Interdisciplinary Marine and Estuarine Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/marine-science) 49022\(^1\)
• Interdisciplinary Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/all-university/interdisciplinary-studies-graduate) 49993
• Kinesiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology) 08351
• Nursing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/nursing) 12031
  • Concentration in Family Nurse Practitioner (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/nursing)
• Physics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy) 19021
  • Concentration in Astronomy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy)
• Psychology
  • Concentrations in:
    • Clinical Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20031
    • Industrial/Organizational Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20081
    • School Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology) 20013

Post-Baccalaureate Degrees

• Concentrations in:
  • Biotechnology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology)
  • Stem Cell Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology)
Post-Baccalaureate Degrees

• Recreation, Parks and Tourism (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/recreation-parks-tourism) 21031

Master of Social Work (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/social-work) 21041

Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/doctoral-program) (Ed.D.) 08272

Doctor of Philosophy in Education
• Concentration in Special Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/special-education) (Ph.D.) 08081

Doctor of Physical Therapy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/physical-therapy-clinical-laboratory-science) (D.P.T.) 12122

Notes

1 Program offered in cooperation with other CSU campuses at Moss Landing Marine Laboratories.
2 Offered jointly with the University of California, San Francisco.
3 Offered jointly with the University of California, Berkeley.